
“monkey mind” which must be quieted.

 

There’s a very scientific reason we entertain these mental doubts and fears. Our brain records

everything that has ever happened to us—even if you’ve consciously forgotten it—and it makes

special note of the negative memories. Why? Because it’s first job is survival. In cave man days, it

was crucial that if someone ate the red berries and died, everyone in the tribe remembered that red

berries equal bad, blue berries equal good. In modern times, if we burn our hand on a stove as kids,

the next time we accidently touch something hot, our brain is whipping our hand away before we

even register the pain. Walk sign or not, I always look both ways, multiple times, when crossing the

street; my mind won’t ever let me forget that. 

 

Unfortunately, this survival mechanism works even with events that won’t kill us.  Had a bad break-

up, failed at a business venture, embarrassed yourself in school? Your brain will question every new

love that comes into your life; it will cripple you from taking another chance on starting a business; it

may prevent you from ever wanting to learn something new again. Logically, we know 

What’s the point of memory work if I’m not in the line? As with

everything in masonry, there are several layers to the work we do.

On the surface, memorization is how we recognize each other in

the darkness as well as in the light. By memorizing the tokens

and grips, you can investigate travelling brothers and assist

unknown brothers in need that you may meet outside of lodge.

That’s your duty. But beyond that, if you have no desire to be in

the line, how necessary is knowing the ritual?

 

The aim of masonry is to make good men better. While there are

lots of external opportunities to do this, all change begins

internally. Change begins with our thoughts. Those pesky

intangibles floating through our heads that we often have little to

no control over. I recently read that the average person has

around 2k-3k thoughts per hour—I wonder how many of those

thoughts are positive, uplifting ideas that propel us toward our

goals.  Looking around today’s society, I have a feeling they’re

more negative and destructive thoughts than positive ones. Self-
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how foolish these thoughts are, and yet many men struggle to break from the grip of crushing thoughts.

 

Every man is the result of his most dominating thoughts. It’s a simple concept that all leaders seem to

agree on regardless of background. When you memorize an obligation,the tenets of freemasonry, or our

prayers, you are training your thoughts. You are telling your mind what is important and what you want it

to remember. The deeper layer of meaning to our memory work is that we are building a temple from the

inside out. If you say charity is the greatest of all tenets a hundred times, then you are going to become a

more charitable person. Not because you’re forced to be externally, but because charity is now how you

think. 

 

Memorization is inculcating on our minds the way we want to be, so when the time comes to act, we

don’t hesitate. We never have to question whether we should lie or not, because we know how important

truth is. We remind ourselves every day. How could you ever fail to walk as straight as the plumb, when

you are the plumb.

 

You may start memorizing our words to be recognized, you may recite them for an officer position, or to

give a candidate a memorable degree, but you continue the work so you become the words. Memorize

the words, brothers. Not for the sake of memorization. Memorize so your thoughts are filled with our

values. Memorize so that you become exactly what a mason should be.

 

SIMB

 

-Marc Ciccarone

3rd Degree for 
Bro. Eric Luttermoser

3rd Degree for 
Bro. Brian Willis



The Perfect Ashlar 

 

Masonry means different things to different Masons. For some, it 's primarily about fellowship and the

camaraderie associated with a fraternal organization. Other times it 's more about altruistic endeavors.

And for others it 's more about 'further light in Masonry '; learning to become a better man.

 

My guess is that it 's a mix of these and many other reasons why a man becomes a Mason. For me, it 's

about personal development and growth, leadership, continually learning, and the unstoppable desire

for perfection represented by the perfect ashlar..."that state of perfection at which we all hope

to arrive by a virtuous education, our own endeavors, and the

blessing of God".

 

I strive for excellence in all aspects of my life. I 'm not perfect

but I expect a lot from myself, my family, and those closest to

me, and I make no apologies for it.

 

Constantly learning, continually reaching, pushing your own

boundaries is where real growth happens. I tend to 

NOT take a backseat in many things.  The things I do, I tend to do all the way.  From being the owner of

multiple successful business I started from scratch, to conquering my fear of public speaking and

leading a Toastmaster 's group, to being the president of the homeowner 's association, the coach of the

kids soccer-baseball-football teams, to teaching myself to play music, to becoming a pilot, to learning

sign language, to working my way through the officer line...I don 't do things part way.

 

My life is filled with examples of going the extra mile, pushing through and seeing success.  I firmly

believe that anything worth doing is rarely easy.

 

There is nothing wrong with striving to be perfect. Being a little pissed off at your own performance

when it 's lacking is not a bad thing; provided that the ultimate response is to improve and do better next

time...striving again for perfection.

 

It 's failure that can often spur innovation, fire up determination, and provide the impetus to ultimately

see success. I have failed so many more times than I 've succeeded...learning each time how to

improve.

 

I 've heard the 'P ' in perfect stands for poison...but I 'd argue that 's hogwash. There is a deep satisfaction

and mental ease for me when something is perfect. Perfection is, well....perfect!  Whether it 's floor-work

during a degree, or delivering ritual...it 's all better when it 's perfect or real close at least.  We spend time

as a fraternity practicing our ritual; synchronizing our movements, all in an effort of perfection.

 

Our FC degree is my favorite because it deals with science, logic, arithmetic, astronomy, geometry...all

of which are perfect. Ones and zeros, black and white, a+b=c ...every time....the perfection and order of

nature.

 

As a Mason initiated and raised in Prometheus #87, I have been surrounded by men I consider masters

at delivering our ritual....perfectly.  It inspired me very early on in my Masonic journey to fall in love with

and to delve deep into our ritual; to discover it 's meaning, to memorize it word for word, and to deliver it

in a way that provides the candidate with the same level of impact that I 've experienced.



Most know that I was the first brother at Prometheus to do long form proficiency through all 3 degrees.

Some also know that I intend to become a Master Ritualist before sitting in the East next year as WM (if

elected of course).  This is a goal that I previously considered unreachable, which in part is why I took it

on.

 

It is the inspiration by great men in our fraternity that I use as fuel to feed my fire. It is a goal that I intend

to hold myself to and will ultimately accomplish. And if I don 't accomplish it, it just means that I will try

again until I do.

 

Memorizing ritual is not something I thought I would be able to do after WB Suresh Muthumani delivered

to me the 1st degree lecture word for word, right after WB Tim Lindquist delivered my Apron Lecture

that made me tear up.  These events and many other examples of perfection stirred something in

me...the strive for a little piece of that perfection for myself. And not for anyone else, just me.

 

Whatever your 'thing ' is brother; that thing you wish you were better at, that thing you wish you

understood better, that thing that you 're just too afraid to try...do not be deterred. Do not cheat yourself,

hiding behind doubt.

 

Try. And if you fail, forgive yourself and try again, and then again.  Strive for perfection.

 

Ken Sherman

Senior Warden



Mar. 25: Degree Postponed

 

April 1st - Stated Meeting (No fool 'n)

 

May 6th - Stated Meeting

 

June 3rd - Stated Meeting

 

 

 

Events in Masonry around the state

Masonic Readings

 Copper Post:  

Click here

P r o m e t h e u s '
S c h e d u l e  o f  E v e n t s

All Prometheus Events
are also on Prometheus'

Facebook page.

Mar. 27-29th - Grand Lodge Leadership
Conference - Casa Grande - 
 
June 4th - 6th - Wild Horse Pass Casino and
Conference Center - Chandler Arizona.
 

Canceled 

Restored and Renovated Cleveland Masonic Auditorium

https://www.facebook.com/events/1980034935646988/
http://www.azmasons.org/copper-post


Worshipful Master

Duncan MacLeod
WM@prometheusaz.com

 

Senior Warden

Ken Sherman
SW@prometheus.com

 

Junior Warden

Larry Sweigard, PM
jw@prometheusaz.com

 

Secretary

Geoff Cummings, PM
sec@prometheusaz.com

 

Treasurer

Cosmo Magliozzi, PM
 

Senior Deacon

Jeff Holmes
 

Junior Deacon

Sean Goertz
 

Senior Steward

Marc Ciccarone
 

Junior Steward

Kevin Quinn
 

Chaplain

Brian Walthall
 

Marshall

Eric Hirsch
 

Tyler

Donald Pease

 

info@prometheusaz.com

web@prometheusaz.com

The Trestle Board is open to any
brother who would like to submit an

article.  Just send your article to
prometheus87sec@gmail.com

2 0 2 0  L o d g e  O f f i c e r s

2020 Dues were on 
December 31, 2019

 
You can pay your dues one of three ways:

online at prometheusaz.com
or

by check 
(make payable to Prometheus Lodge 87)
Mail to PO Box 1176 Higley AZ 86236 

or 
at Lodge with our Debit/Credit Card

Did You Know?
You can Name Prometheus Lodge as a

beneficiary in you Life Insurance, Retirement
Plan or Estate

http://gmail.com/
http://www.prometheusaz.com/


Contact Information for Prometheus Lodge No. 87

E-mail:  Prometheus87sec@gmail.com
 

Mailing address:
PO Box 1176

Higley AZ  85235-1176

@prometheuslodge87

@prometheus87sec

Physical Address:
88 W Erie St

Chandler AZ  85225
DO NOT SEND MAIL TO THIS ADDRESS

@prometheus87az

http://gmail.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Prometheuslodge87/
https://twitter.com/prometheus87sec
https://www.facebook.com/Prometheuslodge87/

